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What’s Going Back to Normal This Year?
By Melanie Gerko
Last year a lot of changes happened in TSA, especially within the
virtual formatting of events. While some of these changes are
going to stay, others are returning to normal. One of the biggest
things that is returning to normal this year is displays. Instead
of creating a video, website, slide presentation, or whatever
creative medium you used for your display last year we are
returning to physical displays. While displays will be physical,
paper work will still be digital at regionals this year. To make
sure that you know what has changed in your events this year make
sure to check out the event rules, themes and problems page of
the National TSA website, competition updates page of the
National TSA website, and the Read to know specifics for the
Regional conference. As always, if you are confused make sure to
reach out and ask for clarification. With all of this in mind,
good luck as you continue your hard work on your events!

Upcoming Virtual Initiatives
By Braden Thomas
In yet another unpredictable year, we do not know what even a week ahead will
look like. With this in mind, many of our initiatives will be done virtually,
which eliminates a lot of uncertainty. A key component of our initiatives this
year is outreach. In times like these, communication is not only important,
but imperative. Through things like our chapter representative system, in
which selected chapter members attend meetings and get information to relay to
the rest of their chapter, and our newsletter, which you are reading right
now, we will do our best to get any new information out to Region 8. Also
remember that in the time of the pandemic, unknowns are typically unknown to
everyone. We will get as much information to you as possible, but any
surprises will be surprises to us as well. Coming up in the near future, we
will also be hosting Region 8 Game Nights. We will be meeting virtually on
Zoom to meet with members from all over the region and have fun while doing
so. Any game suggestions can be emailed to any of the officers (emails listed
in bios). Finally, we will be organizing an apparel sale again this year. More
information about purchasing Region 8 merch will be communicated to you soon.
Although this may be another tough year, we are all in it together and we are
looking forward to our regional conference!

Tips for TSA Members from an Alumni
By Chris Yahner

For many TSA members, both new and returning, it can be difficult and overwhelming to figure out
things such as how to prepare for competitions, how to improve based on previous experience, how to
avoid procrastination, and how to manage time. I personally decided to reach out to a Northern
Cambria TSA alumni Alyssa Delosh. Alyssa actively worked on her childrens stories books throughout
the school year to ensure her success. Alyssa was able to reach great success at the state level each
and every year. She graciously provided some tips for current TSA members to help them with the 20212022 TSA season. Our interview can be found below.
How did you prepare leading up to competition day?
“To prepare for my competition, I made sure to make a list of all of the materials needed to create
my children’s book. As soon as I was able to shop for my materials, I began writing the story to
match the topic I was given. The story would go through multiple stages of testing, where it would be
checked for grammar and coherence for younger kids. Finally getting a final script for the story, I
would begin my illustrations.”
How did you determine if your project was going to be successful?
“When it comes to determining whether my project was going to be successful, I compared the one book
to all of the older ones I created. I also compared my story to books by different authors that
followed the same type of prompt regarding the book (i.e. pop-ups, choose your own adventure, etc).”
A common feature of most TSA members is procrastination! How did you prevent procrastination?
”To ensure I did not procrastinate, I would have an alarm set on my phone to go off at a certain time
each day to remind me to take an hour to work on my project. With that, I made sure that I would be
able to finish the project before the due date. Like above, I made sure to set my time towards my
project to stay away from school, sports, as well as homework before doing anything. I also made sure
to utilize the time I had away from school during Christmas break and weekends to take more than just
an hour towards my project.”

New Tips and Tricks- Stay Motivated
By Eryn McKendree
Hey Region 8! With TSA finally kicking for the year, many of you are probably getting started
on your events. With all the brainstorming and decisions that need to be made, it can
sometimes be hard to get started, and even harder to keep going. With that in mind, the
officer team thought we would share some of the ways your fellow TSA members keep their
spirits high through the competition season. Personally, my chapter and I printed a picture of
the Gaylord Resort in Dallas, Texas and hung it up on our advisor’s whiteboard. When we find
ourselves lacking drive or getting distracted, we know to just look up, instantly remembering
our goals as we see the great place we are working to get to. Another one of our officers
shared that they promised their team custom cowboy hats if they made it to nationals, not only
adding determination but some fun as well. Sometimes it helps to look for support from those
around you, such as advisor(s) or teammate(s). That said, you might prefer to look within
yourself. This may mean remembering a past win, and the wonderful feeling that came with it or
looking at past years for areas of improvement. Maybe you desire to travel to conference
locations instead and need to work hard to get there. The possibilities for inspiration are
endless as it is all about putting your best foot forward. It is important to remember that we
are all in different places, with different goals. The officer team encourages you to think
about what you want to achieve this year, and then search for the thing that inspires you to
get there. As your Region 8 officers, we have complete faith in each and every one of you and
know that we are here to help you in any way we can. So, as you think about your ambitions for
this year, consider what makes you want to get there or keeps you going when you are feeling
low. If you don’t know, consider the ways we talked about previously, like a visual reminder,
support system, funny reward, or reflection on the past. You are all doing great!

New Chapter Help
By Charlize Amper

Entering the TSA world is really scary, but eventually you’ll have a grasp.
takes a lot of time and effort, trust me. If you didn't know, I am from the
Bishop McCort chapter. We are one of the newer chapters, so I have some
experience with these types of things. Over the past 5 years, we have gone
through four different advisors. I'm grateful for each one of them. Through
transitions, I personally learned how to become somewhat of a co-advisor. I
help the new advisor with any clarifications that they needed. I compiled a
tips and tricks throughout my time. Here, I’m sharing some of them!
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1. Promotion
a. When starting a chapter, it's very important to make it known that you have
a chapter. This can be done by placing flyers around your school or by
broadcasting an announcement to your entire school. Here’s a simple
template you can follow:
i. Hey (School name)!
ii.
iii. The TSA season is starting back up!
iv. No, not the airport security,
v. The Technology Student Association
vi. TSA competitors compete in a variety of events including fashion
design, essays on technology, and even video game design!
vii. Sounds like fun right?
viii. If you want to join (School’s name)’s chapter, see (Advisor’s name) in
room (Advisor’s room number) for more details!
ix.
x. Hope to see you competing this year!
2. Get involved
a. It is so important to get involved. Encourage your members to try a new
event. That's how some of my other members of my chapter and I have found
our favorite events just by trying something new. If it is a middle school
event, one of the best things to do is ask a high school member for
guidance and mentorship.
3. Reach out
a. If you are ever lost in any sort of way, don't be afraid to reach out for
help. If your advisor doesn't know the answer, one of the best people to
reach out to is Mr. Kline for any rule clarifications, registration issues,
and etc. Don’t forget, you can always reach out to any of the officers,
including myself, for any tips or tricks. Don’t be scared. New TSA friends
are some of the best friends you will ever make!
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Announcements

The Region 8
Conference is
January 29, 2022
at Richland High
School.

Make sure to check
out the Read for
important
conference and
event information!

Email any TSA related
questions that you have to
Melanie
(gerko2fg@richlandrams.net)
for the chance for it to be
answered in the new TSA Help
Column.

If you would like to
write an article for a
future Region 8
Newsletter just email
any of the Region 8
Officers.

Thank You!

